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Introduction
In September 2020, UX and Community teams got together to run a test on Bridges with usersin Hong Kong. Currently, Tor Project's primary domain (torproject.org) is not censored in HongKong, as well most Internet services are available with no problem. However, due to "the greatfirewall of China" and its possible influence in Hong Kong and many activists currently goingfrom Hong Kong to China, we ran this research with activists and journalists who have lived andexperienced censorship in the country. The Internet in China is a walled garden; they have theirshopping, entertainment, and all particular content for the Chinese audience.
A journalist in Azerbaijan tried to acquire a bridge through the Tor channel and got it by a Slackchannel. They were able to connect using a bridge OBFS4.
Our main goal with this research is to find and understand users' pain-points during the currentbridge acquisition flow and learn about possible opportunities to offer information to educateusers in context.By pain-point, we understand anything that prevents users from accomplishing their goals orgetting the task done.

Feedback methodology
Our process was entirely online, sharing video cameras and the user's screen when we gotconsent to watch and/or record it.
First step of the methodology: Introductions; Present the agenda; Ask for consent.
Second step Demographic survey (quantitative data). Goal: get to know our users.
Third step Usability testing - find bridges (qualitative data). Goal: find users pain-points duringthe bridge acquisition flow.
Four step Interview (open questions, qualitative data). Goal: understand users challengesregarding access to information.

Summary of demographics
Demographic survey: we made three interviews. Our users identify themselves as female,between 20-40 years old, and all of them believe they are in high threat and need protection fortheir privacy and security online.



Usability testing - find bridges (qualitative data): doing the exercise online was a bit difficultwhen we couldn't see the screen, also, we didn't get consent to record any of the testing.Specific findings below.
Interview (open questions, qualitative data): We were able to map and understand bettertheir needs related to their context.

Findings
Profile: female, journalist, high threats, needs security and protection to her communications.Share a lot of pictures and links on messaging apps (uses both WhatsApp, Telegram andSignal). Users VPN always, because of the censorship in China. Believes that people will needmore protection because of the changes in the Internet Law.
"In HK I do go to protest, I would store my devices in other places, like in friend's homes oroffices, instead of leaving in my dorm. I would clean my phone before going to a protest. In caseI'm arrested there won't be a lot of data. I encrypted all my hard drives. For sensitive issues weuse Signal, but for other stuff we use Telegram because it is cuter. To seek advice like lawyer,we use Signal. For storage of data, (I'm a ghostwriter) we use Google Drive, for really sensitiveissues we use OnionShare most of the time."
Task:

 Perceived performance:o Tor is slow, but works.o Used to the VPN performance, Tor is not too slow for some participants.
 Browsing:o Loop of Captchas

 “I think I was using TB on an ocasion that I was researhing on Dark web,but it was a horrible process, bc it's not possible to register an email ongmail through Tor. And other kinds of registration bc we stop in a loopwhole of captchas.”
 Bridges:o It took 2/3 days for one interviewee to get a bridge (and some of the bridgesprovided by the support didn't work).

 “Gmail was blocked and I used Tor, apparently I just... I downloaded Tor,it was a very manual connection so I had to put the bridges manually, I



emailed the support, so I got the bridges after a few days. 2 out of 3worked, not all the time.”o “Using bridges is a very manual process”o One interviewee referred to bridges as “IP Lines”
Interview:

 The interviewee use VPNs all the time, they don't understand why to turn off the VPN toaccess Tor. "that's the basic of protection"
 An interviewee said she would share Tor Browser using a USB stick.
 2 interviewees use Brave and didn't know there is an option to use Tor through Brave.
 It's hard to maintain the knowledge of digital security - most people take a training andforget about everything.
 It would be good to have a "safety package" with tips how to be safe online and wifi free- as in free beer - software to use it (you have to pay for UBI keys, VPNs, etc).
 In iOS, they use Airdrop to share information about protest, even on subways.

Next steps
 We plan to run a new cycle of user feedback with targeted groups during Q2/Q32021after Tor Browser's improvements developed whilehttps://gitlab.torproject.org/tpo/applications/tor-browser-spec/-/merge_requests/7reaches Tor Browser Alpha.
 We plan to replicate this research with users in India
 As many users are on Telegram (because “it's cuter and easier to share images andlinks”) it would be a good idea to have a distribution channel using it.
 Improve communication about the option of using Tor on Brave
 Improve communication about the (not) need of using a VPN with Tor.



Appendix
Activity: Get Bridges
Suggested Time
25-45 Minutes
Materials Needed
Computer, Internet connection
If you have a VPN activated, please turn it OFF for this test
Participants
Security trainers, privacy advocates, people we're designing for
Objective
Find and understand users' pain-points during the current bridge acquisition flow and learnabout possible opportunities to offer information to educate users in context.
pain-point: anything that prevents users from accomplishing their goals or getting the taskdone.
How to do it
1. Open a text file and copy all the questions. You can use https://pad.riseup.net/ to have ashareable pad.2. Run each of the activities in order and write down how your process was. Any idea orthought that came out during the process can be written down too.3. Remember: we are not testing you; we are testing our products. All your feedback isappreciated.

Activity
Step 1: Find Tor Browser
Use your regular search engine to find Tor Browser
Q1 Did you find Tor Browser? [ ] Yes [ ] No
Q2 Can you tell us if the software you are about to download is trustable? [ ] Yes [ ] No
Q2.1 How did you make that decision?
Step 2: Install Tor Browser
Install Tor Browser in your personal device
Q1 Did you have any issue installing Tor Browser? [ ] Yes [ ] No
Q1.1 If Yes, please explain



Q2 Did you verify Tor Browser's signatures? [ ] Yes [ ] No
Q2.1 From 1 to 5, how complicated was that process for you?
[1] Not complicated at all
[2] Somehow complicated
[3] I don't know what I'm doing, but I succeed
[4] I don't know what I'm doing, and I cannot find any information about how to succeed
[5] I cannot verify Tor Browser signatures
Step 3: Connect to Tor
Use Tor Browser to connecting to the Tor network
Q1. Can you connect to the Tor network? [ ] Yes [ ] No
Q1.1 If not, what did happen?
Step 4: Find Bridges
If you cannot connect directly, try to find a Tor Bridge to help you
Q1. Do you know what a bridge is and how it can help you? Can you explain it?
Q2. Did you find a good bridge? [ ] Yes [ ] No
Q3. How did you find a good bridge?
Step 5: Get connected to the Tor Network
Use a Bridge in Tor Browser to connecting to the Tor network
Q1. Can you connect to the Tor Network? [ ] Yes [ ] No
Q1.1 If not, what did happen?
Q1.2 If yes, are you using a bridge? Which type?


